CITIZENS OF A FICTIONAL NATION: OTTOMAN-BORN JEWS IN FRANCE DURING THE FIRST WORLD WAR *
Before he was a stowaway, Jack Azose was an Ottoman subject. Upon his arrival in France he was undocumented and a suspected spy until, with the assistance of Paris' Prefecture of Police, he became ' . . . a foreigner of Jewish nationality from the Levant' (un étranger de nationalité Israélite du Levant) in the eyes of the law. It was the time of the First World War. Jack was fifteen, claiming to be eighteen. 1 The legal nomenclature that was granted him had not existed prior to the First World War and would disappear soon after the war's end.
The fact of being Jewish was not yet a guarantor of citizenship to any national or international body, and the Levant was an amorphous geographic entity. And yet, in the course of the First World War and its immediate aftermath, thousands of Jews who were Ottoman by birth but extraterritorial by circumstance came to be codified in a new and inventive fashion in France and its colonies. Immediately after the Ottoman Empire's entry into the First World War, the Third Republic determined that most of the 7,000 Ottoman subjects living in France, the majority of whom were Jewish and a significant minority of whom were Armenian Christian, would be deemed protégés spéciaux (special protégés). The formulation and application of this nomenclature was the result of careful orchestration by the Prefecture of Police, the Foreign Ministry, the Ministry of the Interior and (when it came to cases including Jews) two Franco-Jewish philanthropic organizations -the Alliance Israélite Universelle and the Association Culturelle Orientale -which aided the administration in identifying and allocating papers to Ottoman-born Jews. The papers issued as a result allowed thousands of Jewish (as well as Armenian Christian and some Muslim) women, men and children living as extraterritorial Ottoman subjects in France to avoid surveillance, deportation or (with tens of thousands of Germans, Austrians and Ottomans) internment as enemy aliens; to travel within their country of residence and abroad; and to acquire the passports, residence permits and official papers that were ever more indispensable in the modern world.
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Those Ottoman-born Jews who lived in France at the outbreak of the First World War reached the country in possession of myriads of papers and legal identities. Some could claim French protection, or the protection of another Western European power as a result of the Capitulations. A series of acts negotiated between Sultan Selim II and the French authorities in the sixteenth century and renewed in 1740, the capitulatory regime conferred rights and privileges upon European subjects who lived or conducted commerce in Ottoman territories, a subject to which we shall return shortly. Others emigrated with little more than an Ottoman birth certificate.
As the boundaries of the empire retracted, a portion of Ottoman-born Jews applied for citizenship in the countries that now claimed territorial possession of their places of birth (for example, Greece, Bulgaria and so on), as was their right according to the terms of the Treaty of Berlin (1878) and the various national constitutions formed by Ottoman successor states. 3 Others ignored associated deadlines, either intentionally or accidentally, thereby becoming stateless. Many of the Ottoman Jews who lived in France at the war's start possessed only the carnet de séjour, permis de séjour or laissezpasser: temporary documents of the French state that attested to the holder's ability to enter, reside in or travel in France, but which were not coterminous with citizenship.
In peacetime, one could comfortably occupy legal grey zones such as this for years, or even generations. 4 In times of war, matters were otherwise. With the outbreak of the First World War, amid a climate of heightened anxiety about loyalty, thousands of foreigners living in France were targeted for arrest and deportation, surveillance became more sophisticated and the checking of papers more common. 5 Desperate to fit legal categories born of the empire state into the logic of a nation state at war, the Third Republic and the many non-naturalized Mediterranean Jews living within its borders sought new legal fixity, reversing a trend that was generations old. This fixity found impermanent form in the label ' . . . a foreigner of Jewish nationality from the Levant'.
European Jewish historians have long considered citizenship crucial. Jews either had it, or they did not. Countries either granted it to Jews (or, during the Second World War, revoked it from Jews), or they did not. However, in the early decades of the twentieth century, and particularly during the First World War and its immediate aftermath, citizenship existed on a spectrum for many Jews born in the Ottoman Empire, especially if they lived outside the boundaries of that empire. The first contribution of this article is to examine this spectrum, considering how it was variously affected by gender, class and personal histories. My second ambition is to use Ottoman Jewish émigrés' stories to illustrate the legal ambiguities multiplied by the major conflicts of the early twentieth century, joining European historians in rethinking the First World War as a richly complex legal terrain, and joining scholars of North Africa and South Asia in carrying a conversation about legal pluralism from the colonial to the continental setting. 6 European historians have paid close attention to many aspects of this story, including the plight of refugees and enemy aliens, but the experience of 'friendly aliens' has commanded rather less attention. 7 In reversing this trend, this article fills out a multichromatic picture of the complex legal possibilities unleashed by decades of conflict and border change in early twentieth-century Europe.
In addition to offering lessons about the nature of citizenship for Mediterranean Jews and the legal experience of war for twentieth-century Europe, this article seeks to explore the influence of Ottoman law upon the wartime policies of France. This is an absent dimension in the otherwise rich literature on citizenship and the Third Republic, much of which focuses on North Africa (and, to a lesser extent, West Africa) and formal French colonialism. To be specific, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of the Interior cannily borrowed a category born of the early modern empire state (the protégé), legally codified an amorphous geo-cultural entity (the Levant) and strategically repackaged an element of Ottoman foreign policy (the Capitulations regime) to craft wartime policy at home. What makes this story all the more interesting is that these legal sleights of hand took place at the very instant that the Ottoman authorities suspended the Capitulations regime and, indeed, confronted 9 One thinks, in a comparative vein, of the idiosyncratic legal nomenclature and privileges granted to Algerians living outside Algeria, or residents of the M'zab in southern Algeria, or certain protected subjects of the Tunisian Bey, or residents of Saharan lands claimed by Morocco (among many other groups). Noureddine Amara, 'Ê tre algérien en situation impériale, fin XIX ème siécle -début XX ème siécle: l'usage de la catégorie ''nationalité algérienne'' par les consulats français dans leur relation avec les Algériens fixes au Maroc et dans l'Empire Ottoman', European Review of HistoryRevue européenne d'histoire, xix (2012); Benjamin Claude Brower, A Desert Named Peace: the Violence of France's Empire in the Algerian Sahara, 1844 -1902 (New York, 2009 ); Lewis, Divided Rule; Shepard, The Invention of Decolonization; Stein, Saharan Jews. The colonial logic behind certain of these policies is explored in Patricia M. E. Lorcin, Imperial Identities: Stereotyping, Prejudice and Race in Colonial Algeria (London, 1995) . the dramatic dismemberment of their empire amid a climate of ascendant nationalism. A centuries-old Ottoman policy towards Levantine subjects -and, with it, an early modern, extranational legal sensibility -was thus reincarnated in wartime France even as these phenomena were denuded of meaning in south-eastern Europe and replaced by various forms of colonial rule in North Africa and the Middle East.
As this article concludes, we consider a chain of implications that stemmed from France's protection of Ottoman-born Jews and stretched through the war, across the inter-war period and into the world war that followed. Here, I examine policy reverberations in Great Britain and propose that the Third Republic assigned new value to its determination to protect certain Ottoman-born subjects as the First World War progressed. First, the Foreign Ministry made use of its historic protection of Ottoman-born Jews in the attempt to urge the American Jewish community to pressure the United States to enter the war on the side of the Allies, emphasizing that granting papers to Levantine Jews had been based on humanitarian motives. Simultaneously, the Quai d'Orsay came to see these policies as a tool of realpolitik. By 1916 and 1917, this office flaunted France's protection of the Ottoman-born as evidence of the Third Republic's claims on Syria and Lebanonin this case, as in Tunisia, Morocco and the Sahara, French claims of protection proved a precondition for formal control in one form or another. As the symbolic value of special protection shifted, what remained constant was the surprising fact that, amid an environment of heightened nationalism and in tandem with France's zealous denaturalization of hundreds of foreignborn and/or recently naturalized French men and women, Jewish nationals from the Levant continued to be codified as citizens of their own, fictional nation. This legal reality outlived the war, only to be definitively shattered by the Vichy regime.
I PROTÉ GÉ S AND PAPERS, A PRE-WAR HISTORY
Ottoman Jewish subjects were among those who sought the protection of foreign powers from the sixteenth century onwards, when the first of a series of Capitulations was negotiated between the Ottoman leadership and French authorities. These acts conferred rights and privileges upon Western European subjects who lived or conducted commerce within Ottoman territories, including relief from certain taxes and tolls, and immunity from local civil justice.
10 Among the first Jews to pursue foreign protection were Tuscan and Livornese merchants who came to the Ottoman lands in the eighteenth century as French protégés, thereby earning themselves the Judaeo-Spanish designation 'Francos'. (In the nineteenth century, after Italy became a unified state, this population 'became' Italian, in most cases without ever leaving the Ottoman lands.) As Francesca Trivellato has described, the resulting 'collaboration between a stateless diaspora and state commercial power, though asymmetrical, was mutually beneficial', allowing France to become the ascendant European economic force in the Mediterranean in the eighteenth century and to maintain semi-colonial influence in the region thereafter.
11 Jewish and non-Jewish merchants, for their part, were quick to appreciate the value of the Capitulations, initiating a rush on foreign protection that continued until the Treaty of Lausanne formally abolished the Capitulations in 1923 (during the First World War, the Capitulations were temporarily suspended by the Ottoman leadership). By this time, countless Jewish families of Ottoman origin -many of whom lived outside the boundaries of the Ottoman Empire -had been 'Italian', 'British' or 'French' for generations, notwithstanding the fact that they, their parents or their grandparents might have never set foot in their ostensible 'home'.
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The acquisition of foreign protection was an old tradition, then: a modern practice carried over from the early modern era. 14 Many of the Ottoman-born Jewish immigrants who came to France before the First World War lacked proof of protégé status (unless they arrived as French citizens), a birth certificate or a passport. If they held any state-approved paperwork, it was likely to be the more temporary carnet de séjour, permis de séjour or laissez-passer, documentation extended either by French consuls in the applicant's place of origin or by the Foreign Ministry or police in France. None of these permits was meant to grant or provide proof of French citizenship. But the authorities tended to re-extend them blithely, and many Ottoman-born Jews had come not only to see them as a right, but to invest the papers with an almost metaphysical meaning. When, in 1916, thirtyone-year-old Youda Leon Nissim requested permission from the Foreign Ministry to travel with his wife and French-born children to Vichy for medical care, he informed the ministry that he had arrived in France in 1903 as a medical student, on a permis de séjour: thirteen years later, he felt himself to be 'Ottoman in name alone'.
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These complex dynamics reverberated in wartime France. When the western Allies declared war on the Ottoman Empire in the late winter of 1914, between 6,000 and 7,000 Ottomanborn Jews were thought to live in Paris, with additional, smaller communities in Marseille and Lyon. 16 This community represented somewhere between 50 per cent and 58 per cent of all Ottoman subjects living in France, and it included some 2,500 men who had enlisted in the French military.
17 (Armenians constituted the next largest population of Ottoman subjects in the country, numbering roughly 4,000 in the years preceding the outbreak of war.) 18 The Ottoman Jewish community in France was recent: a decade earlier, the number of Ottomanborn Jews living in Paris numbered less than one hundred.
19 But the Balkan Wars catalyzed a tremendous wave of Jewish emigration from south-eastern Europe, prompted both by the violence of war and by Jewish fears that regional irredentism would spark a rise in anti-Semitism.
With the onset of war, France could no longer serve as a casual, temporary dwelling place for Ottoman Jewish businessmen and their families, travellers, students or teachers-in-training. Now, holders of foreign papers -and subjects of countries at war with France, especially -found themselves prone to heightened state surveillance and control. The number of French naturalizations plummeted in the course of the war (from 2,117 in 1914 to 282 in 1918), while tens of thousands of Germans, Austrians and Ottomans were interned in camps for enemy aliens, and hundreds of French citizens who were German, Austrian or Ottoman by birth were stripped of their citizenship. 20 The first step, taken on 2 August 1914 (even before the Ottoman Empire entered the war), was to expel many so-called enemy aliens and to require all so-called friendly aliens living within France to register with the authorities.
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This ruling posed a problem for undocumented immigrants such as Jack Azose. Azose had sneaked into France by stowing away on a Turkish ship bound for Marseille. Upon arrival, the young man evaded passport control by sliding down his boat's rigging. Penniless, he boarded a train to Paris, eluding the ticket collector at the station where he arrived by helping an unassuming porter unload an armful of suitcases. Luckily, Azose had met a schoolmate while still en route to France, 'a young man from Istambul [sic], Turkey, who was going to France, just like me, 19 Sam Lévy, 'Les Israélites sefardis en France (Juifs orientaux) ', L'univers Israélite, 26 Feb. 1926, 95. 20 The French laws of 7 April 1915 and 18 June 1917 enabled the denaturalization of naturalized citizens of enemy origin. Weil, How to Be French, 60-2, 187. On enemy alien camps in France, see Jean-Claude Farcy, Les Camps de concentration français de la première guerre mondiale, 1914 mondiale, -1920 mondiale, (Paris, 1995 . 21 For an articulation of this policy see AMAE, correspondance politique et commercial, 1897-1918 (nouvelle série), vol. 971, 'Ottomans en France', 'Dossier général, 1917 'Dossier général, , aout-1918 .', Minister of Foreign Affairs to the Minister of the Interior, 18 Aug. 1917. with the exception that he had all his papers in order and plenty of money with a rich uncle in Paris whom he was going to meet'. The friend took Azose to his uncle's house and the uncle helped Azose find a night's lodging above a nearby restaurant.
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Thus far, Azose's illegal journey to France had been marked by good fortune. Now his troubles began. Azose recalled:
No one in Paris could rent a room in a hotel or rooming house without first obtaining a visa or a permit from the prefecture de police. The penalty was very severe if anyone would be caught on that offence so everyone was afraid to give me a place to sleep, knowing that I was a stowaway and that I did not have a permit. 23 Fortunately, Azose's friend had an idea. He urged his undocumented companion to lie to the Parisian police, telling them that he had entered France legally but had had his pocket picked in Marseille, whereupon he lost his money and passport. The plan worked. The police granted Azose his temporary permit, making him promise he would not stray from his stated address -that of a nearby hotel. Permit in hand, Azose returned to the restaurateur who had lodged him the night before. The owner offered Azose work and allowed him to sleep above his restaurant.
Three months after the Foreign Ministry reshaped its laws regarding enemy aliens, the Allied powers declared war on the Ottoman Empire. Now, the Quai d'Orsay was obliged to finetune its policies yet again, this time relative to the treatment of Ottoman subjects who lived in or who wished to gain entry to France. While the ministry was stringent in its treatment of German, Austro-Hungarian, Bulgarian and some Ottoman citizens, it saw fit to grant an exemption to Ottoman-born Christians 'of good character' who 'professed Francophilic sentiment'. 24 Those who qualified were entitled to live in and travel through France. However, these individuals were not to 22 be considered citizens, nor could they receive French protection when in another country or in the event that they returned to Ottoman soil. 25 Immediately, the Alliance Israélite Universelle (AIU) lobbied the administration to extend protection to Ottoman-born Jews of good character. The organization had reason to believe its voice would be heard. Created in 1860 by members of the FrancoJewish elite, the AIU aimed to provide education and social 'uplift' to Jews across the Levant, and had, by the First World War, established hundreds of schools in the Ottoman Empire and North Africa, educating generations of Middle Eastern Jewish girls and boys in the French language, according to French bourgeois norms. The AIU's prominence and relationship with the leadership of the Third Republic predated the war -the organization gained prestige after successfully lobbying for Romanian Jews' acquisition of equal rights by the Treaty of Berlin (1878). In subsequent decades the AIU had deepened its ties with the leadership of the Third Republic by successfully repackaging the regime's civilizing mission for Middle Eastern and Mediterranean Jewry, and because its own graduates, founders and leaders were well represented in the upper echelons of French society and government. 26 In November 1914, the organization was, in short, well positioned to exert influence upon the Foreign Ministry. Its position on extra-territorial Ottoman Jews was embraced by the Quai d'Orsay only nine days after the Foreign Minister announced its policies towards the Ottoman-born, paving the way for a cooperative wartime relationship between that office and the AIU.
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When the Foreign Ministry allowed Jews to be recognized as 'Ottomans of good character', it took but one step towards the 25 28 Based upon this information, the Third Republic tried to draw distinctions between Ottoman-born subjects residing in France. On the one hand, the administration grouped together those who were 'Turkish', considering them 'enemy aliens' who ought to be subject to expulsion or internment. On the other hand, it classed together those who had fallen under 'the Turkish yoke'. These groups were to be considered protégés spéciaux. If a given individual from within this class was considered of good character, he or she was deemed worthy of a so-called 'Ottoman' identity card that stated 'nationality' -in the case of most Ottoman-born Jews, 'un étranger de nationalité Israélite du Levant'.
Building on Orientalist tropes from the nineteenth century, the Foreign Ministry's list of privileged Ottoman subjects combined and mixed racial, religious, sub-religious, linguistic and regional categories. This list included 'Arabs from the Arabian Peninsula, Armenians, Levantine Greek Orthodox, Levantine Jews, Levantine Latins, Italian protégés from Rhodes and Syrians'. This last category ('Syrians') was further divided to 28 29 The central unifying feature of this list is its crude characterization of the Ottoman millet system as a tool of repression wielded against Jews, Christians and other religious minorities. The Jews of the Levant were seen as worthy of being saved, according to this vision, precisely because they were thought to be subjects of a despotic Turkish Empire. The Third Republic's wartime policy towards Ottoman-born subjects living within French territories was in this sense born of an essentially sectarian view of Ottoman society combined with a republican commitment to laïcité.
30 According to this vision, persecuted religious minorities from the Ottoman Empire could find protection from the claims of Islam at the hands of a benevolent French state. At the same time, the Third Republic could overshadow (if not entirely explain away) its agile legal manoeuvrings by presenting itself as a saviour of the oppressed.
From the perspective of Jewish history, the Foreign Ministry's expressed preference for 'Italian protégés from Rhodes' (Rhodiciens protégés italiens) -a group that was almost entirely Jewish in constitution -reflects the regime's strategic deployment of Mediterranean history. At the outbreak of the First World War, the vast majority of Rhodes's 4,500 Jews had been born when the island was Ottoman -which it had been since 1522. Many members of this community (along with many Rhodesli Jewish émigrés) received Italian protection after 1912, when Italy wrested the Dodecanese Islands from Ottoman control. By the start of the First World War, these Jews had been 'protégés italiens' for only a few short years. Indeed, those who lived in émigré settings (including South Africa, Rhodesia, the Belgian Congo, Tunisia and Egypt) received Italian protection through local consuls and representatives, despite having never set foot on the island in its 'Italian' incarnation. 30 For an erudite description of the notion of laïcité as it has been shaped in France relative to Muslim subjects in the contemporary period see Joan Wallach Scott, The Politics of the Veil (Princeton, 2007) . 31 Evidence of this surfaces most vividly in the British archives. In 1916, the British consul in Johannesburg wrote to his superiors in the British Foreign Office notifying them that fifteen Jewish men (and, one assumes, unidentified numbers of wives and children) from Rhodes, living in South Africa, were under the protection of the Italian French authorities might well have chosen to fix the general label 'Levantine' upon this community. By labelling them 'Italian protégés from Rhodes', the regime honoured recent history and politics over a more complex past.
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Even the Foreign Minister had to concede that, given the ethno-religious diversity of Ottoman subjects, errors of categorization were inevitable. This office initially advised that police functionaries in charge of overseeing a given district might invite Ottoman subjects who lacked official documentation to volunteer their religion or race. This procedure was soon superseded by a rather more bureaucratic system in which sanctioned organizations were relied upon to testify to the good character of a given individual; when it came to Jews, the Foreign Ministry relied on the Alliance Israélite Universelle and a smaller Franco-Sephardic philanthropic organization, the Association Culturelle Orientale, to identify, vouch for and deliver papers to worthy Ottoman-born Jews living in France. 33 No matter the number of its institutional allies, the process of identifying and assigning appropriate paperwork to all Ottoman-born Jews living in France proved to be thorny for the Third Republic. Though it was evidently the intention of the Foreign Ministry and Ministry 24 Nov. 1916. 33 Founded in 1909 in a cafe in the eleventh arrondissement of Paris by Nissim Rozanes (Rosanes), a native of Istanbul who had come to France as a small-scale trader and made a fortune in the gem trade, the Association Cultuelle Orientale was formed to support the Judeo-Spanish immigrant community of Paris. In large part owing to Rozanes's charitable generosity, it had some 2,000 members by the outbreak of the First World War, at which point it also claimed its own address and employed (with the financial assistance of the Grand Rabbi of Istanbul) an 'orator'. Rozanes had earlier come under the suspicion of the Foreign Ministry owing to his extended visits to Germany (and to the apparently suspect fact that the outbreak of the war had plunged him into a three-week long depression, during which he never left his apartment). Subsequent police surveillance found him trustworthy, however, fit to partner with the Quai d'Orsay in its management of its would-be special protégés. 
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of the Interior to treat the majority of Ottoman subjects leniently, local police who were responsible for gathering data on these individuals viewed them with rather more suspicion. Indeed, though publicly the Foreign Ministry spoke in the most glowing terms about its 'precious' collaboration with the Ministry of the Interior and Prefecture of Police in managing Ottoman subjects dwelling in France, there were many instances in which the offices of the Foreign Ministry and Ministry of the Interior were obliged to mop up after police error.
Lines of communication seemed particularly faulty between the Foreign Minister's office and French representatives outside continental France, with Tunisia providing a particularly muddled context. France had granted protection to a great number of Jews (as well as Muslims and Christians) in Tunisia in the nineteenth century in the hope of strengthening French influence over the Regency. When the French Protectorate was formed, protection was retracted from Tunisian Jews and Muslims.
34 Subsequently, after France entered a belligerent relationship with the Ottoman Empire, it was unclear whether these erstwhile French protégés should be treated as native subjects of Tunisia, Ottoman-born Jews or one-time French protégés. The Foreign Ministry leaned towards generosity, extending the reach of its policy towards Ottoman-born subjects to France's colonies and possessions, and offering specific assurance to Alliance Israélite Universelle representatives in Tunisia that Ottoman-born Jews dwelling there 'would be treated in the same fashion as Christians'. Nevertheless, just weeks after France announced its protection of honourable Ottomans, large numbers of Ottoman Jews living in Tunisia received notification of their imminent expulsion, despite having obtained the appropriate permis de séjour required of foreigners at the outset of the war. (Whether this action was due to confusion about the novel policy, anti-Jewish sentiment or obstinacy is not clear.) The AIU protested against this action, arguing that most of the Jews living in Tunisia who held Ottoman papers were graduates of AIU schools, including some 2,500 who had served in the French army. These Jews, the AIU maintained, merited the administration's fealty. 35 The Foreign Ministry's commitments towards Ottoman Jews in Tunisia were honoured, but it was not the last time that this office's instructions would be misinterpreted or badly executed by French officials.
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French bureaucratic formality (as well as a concern for public opinion) kept the Foreign Minister's office from sparring publicly with the Prefecture of Police or local police prefectures -but tensions between the units ripple through their correspondence. 37 Consider, for example, this exchange, prompted by the Foreign Minister's dismissal of a writ of expulsion issued against Ottoman Jews living in the department of Alpes-Maritimes. In explaining its decision, the Foreign Ministry noted that the individuals in question, Isaac Matalon and 'the wife of Albert Adoutte and their children' had lived in Alpes-Maritimes since 1903 and 1915 (respectively) , that none carried on trade in violation of wartime sanctions and that each was able to support him-or herself economically. Rather more impressionistically, the ministry thought it regrettable that, in targeting Matalon, Adoutte and other Jewish Ottoman subjects living in Alpes-Maritimes, officials in the district had fallen prey to 'regrettable generalities that do not accord with the feelings of loyalism and devotion that have animated the great majority of protégés speciaux'. migration, by the shifting of political borders in south-eastern Europe and by uncertainty -on the part of French officials and Ottoman-born Jews themselves -about the legal and social categories imposed by the Quai d'Orsay, ensured that confusion surrounding the Third Republic's course of action towards the Ottoman-born would persist throughout wartime and, indeed, linger beyond its end. These intricate factors obfuscated a policy that seemed more practicable in the abstract than it proved to be in reality. How can the conundrum facing Lina Covo, Tamar Ovadia, Allegra Taboh and Renée Benveniste in the summer of 1916 otherwise be explained? Each of these Jewish women was born in Ottoman Salonica, graduated from the local AIU school, attended the AIU's elite teaching college in Paris and sought to visit her childhood home. The women's papers declared them Ottoman nationals but, since the place of their birth was no longer Ottoman, France considered them Jewish nationals from the Levant -but with Salonica now a Greek city (Thessaloniki), they no longer merited this title. As per the Treaty of Bucharest (1913) , international law allowed the four to claim Greek citizenship, but none had applied for the requisite paperwork. The AIU appealed to the Foreign Minister to give the police prefecture the instructions necessary to grant the four women appropriate passports; but what, under these circumstances, was appropriate? 39 The question was as philosophical as it was legal. Small wonder that local police representatives erred as they struggled to manage these and comparable cases.
Some Jewish applicants for paperwork objected to the rigidity and anachronism implicit in the classification 'of Jewish nationality from the Levant'. Nahum Vidal, a native of Salonica, sought in December 1917 to register with the French authorities in Marseille as a 'Salonican' by nationality. This appeal may have reflected the applicant's support of the shortlived movement (shaped in the denouement of the First Balkan War, before Greek claims to Salonica were consolidated) to 'internationalize' the once majority-Jewish city of Salonica. little resonance to a Jewish supplicant more tightly moored to his home town than an impressionistic zone of the French and British imagination. No matter: the police accepted Vidal's application, but unceremoniously overruled his semantic quibble. The inspector on staff simply crossed out the word 'Salonica' on Vidal's application, inscribing Vidal's completed identity card with the phrase 'Levantine Jew'. 41 For Vidal, this was just a temporary legal designation, to be supplanted first by Greek and then French citizenship.
Perhaps the most poignant dossiers gathered by the Foreign Ministry concern French-born women married to Ottomanborn men. Since 1803, the French Civil Code mandated that any French woman who married a foreigner automatically forsook her nationality for her husband's. During the First World War, the Civil Code, combined with novel laws concerning the foreign-born, resulted in the denaturalization of thousands of French-born women. Patrick Weil has noted that: 'between 1914 and 1924, France ''lost'' almost twice as many Frenchwomen (130,000) as it gained (53,000)'.
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Jewish women were among these ranks. Mathilde (Rachel) Lévy (née Arditi), an erstwhile French citizen living in Izmir with her Ottoman-born husband, sought permission to travel to or through France not once but three times in the course of the war. Official correspondence pertaining to Lévy's first request, in July 1916, affirmed her as a French national by birth. Nonetheless, as per the terms of the Civil Code and wartime regulations, Lévy was labelled as an 'Israélite ottomane, d'origine française' (an Ottoman Jew of French origin) and granted the laissez-passer required of a foreign visitor. Lévy's subsequent requests were also positively received: in 1917 and again a year later, she sought permission to travel with her children to Saint-Honoré-les-Bains and Narbonne respectively. In each 41 As cited in Edgar Morin, 'Vidal and his People', Journal of Mediterranean Studies, iv (1994) . 42 Weil, How to Be French: 64, see also chapter 8. In 1927, the Senate and Chamber of Deputies adopted a code that allowed French women who had married foreigners to 'reintegrate' into their French nationality, and granted French women the choice of retaining their nationality upon marriage to a foreigner. Nonetheless, the complexity of such marriages and the built-in ambiguities associated with the 1927 nationality code lingered on. Lewis, The Boundaries of the Republic, ch. 4; Elisa Camiscioli, 'Intermarriage, Independent Nationality, and the Individual Rights of French Women: the Law of 10 August 1927', French Politics, Culture and Society, xvii (1999). case, the Foreign Ministry granted Lévy and her children travel visas, mandating that they register with the appropriate authorities in their new locations. 43 Suzanne Nassi (née Gargallo) was in a similar position. In 1918, the twenty-year-old applied for a certificate of safe conduct with her husband, Albert Nassi, who wished to leave their home in Versailles to conduct a business transaction in Baule. Albert, a dealer in 'Asian rugs', was born in Istanbul: together with his wife, who was born in Nogent-sur-Marne, he had lived in Versailles for a decade. The Nassis' application to the Foreign Ministry declared them Ottoman (in Albert's case) and 'Ottoman by marriage' (in Suzanne's case). The authorities found both applicants' paperwork to be in order -both possessed the requisite foreign identity card as per wartime policy -and granted them certificates of safe conduct. Suzanne Nassi's story, like that of Mathilde Lévy, has less to do with Jewish history, per se, than with the history of women and nationality in wartime Europe; as Laura Tabili has argued (relative to the British context), 'the wartime context raised the stakes in . . . gendered ways'. At times of war, a British or French woman's marriage to a foreigner -and, all the more, a subject of a warring nation -could transform her into a threatening body. 'Such a woman was not to be trusted', explains Tabili: in wartime, a woman's marriage to a foreigner rendered permanently suspect 'her loyalty to the state as well as her respectability, bound up as the latter was with sexual probity'. 44 For Nassi and Lévy, as for so many other women, gendered law and wartime circumstances conspired to exclude them from the notion of jus soli (the principle that one's place of birth determines one's nationality) that had ostensibly guided French nationality policies since the turn of the nineteenth century. These subjects (like most Algerian men and women) were French nationals without being citizens. New York, 1999) . 45 Algerian men were granted French nationality by the sénatus-consulte of 1865, but were denied French citizenship (and all associated rights) on the basis that they fell under 'local civil status law'. This signalled that most Algerian Muslims, and some southern Algerian Jews, were to be regulated by Koranic or Mosaic laws respectively, eligible for citizenship only if they forsook their right to be adjudicated by local civil law If French policy and legal praxis sutured the label 'Ottoman' on to certain native-born women -even if the Foreign Ministry reserved the right subsequently to expunge this label through the granting of 'special protégé' status -it actively erased the Ottomanness of certain Ottoman-born men. Labelling Syrians, Armenians and Italian protégés from Rhodes as 'special protégés' had precisely this effect, as did the classification 'a foreigner of Jewish nationality from the Levant'. In all instances, French bureaucratic parlance eschewed the term 'Ottoman' as a legal designation, even as it acknowledged its protected subjects as Ottoman-born. This impulse was made explicit on occasion as French officials approved a given set of papers. The Police Prefect labelled one Ottoman-born Jew 'en qualité Ottoman, Israélite non-suspect'.
46 Isaac Chicourel, an Ottoman-born Jewish protégé of France, who wished to travel from Rio de Janeiro to Paris, carried papers that identified him 'a beneficiary of French protection as a Jew originally from Bayonne'.
47 Isaac Delbourge, an Egyptian Jew who inherited French protected status from his father, was granted a permis de séjour that 'lacked indication of nationality'.
48 Individuals in pursuit of permits cottoned on to the advantages of such discursive slights of hand. In Youda Leon Nissim's appeal for paperwork, he called himself 'Ottoman in name alone'; Moise Nichli described himself as being 'born in Turkey of Jewish parents'; Elia Levy wrote that she 'loved France more than her own country'; and Raphael (n. 45 cont.) or local law courts, which few Muslims or Jews were willing to do. The legal position of the Third Republic was upheld by the 1889 Nationality Code, which consolidated the barrier to legal assimilation. Historians have interpreted these developments variously. Patrick Weil has argued that the principle of jus soli regained an important place within French nationality law after 1889, while Todd Shepard has launched an effective critique, arguing that Weil's interpretation denies the nationality of Algerian Muslims, leaving 'in place a normative and coherent conception of French nationality as race-blind and egalitarian . . . while defining the case of Algerian 'Muslims' as an aberration'. Shepard, Lévy carefully edited his handwritten appeal to the Foreign Ministry, such that it read: 'I am an Ottoman subject originally from Spain, it is true, but a Jew originally from Spain'. 49 These individuals appreciated that for select Ottoman-born Jewish men, an Ottoman (and even Spanish) past could be rhetorically manipulated to suit the exigencies of war.
50 French nationality could be taken from French women married to Ottoman men, replaced with an illusory 'Ottoman' status that the Ottoman authorities would surely not recognize. However, when it came to Jewish and Christian men 'of good character' who sought to live in, travel to or relocate within France, Ottoman subjecthood could be strategically ignored.
Class also mattered. Azose travelled to France because he 'had a yearning for travel' and a brother who lived in France, and because he spoke French. He travelled as a stowaway because he lacked the funds to accord with the policies of the French consulate in Istanbul. In Azose's words: 'If I were to start taking steps towards securing the proper identification papers for my passport it would probably take me three months to get them at a cost of about 40 liras or twenty American dollars, something I did not have . . .' 51 Azose's poverty conditioned his subsequent vulnerability as an undocumented immigrant to Paris. After he lied to the police about the theft of his papers, the police (apparently suspicious of his claims) contacted the French consul in Istanbul. That office announced it had no record of an émigré by the name Azose, and feared he might be a spy. The Parisian police intensified their search but the young man eluded arrest, because -in violation of the law -he was not staying at the hotel listed on his permit. Fitzgerald, 'France's Middle Eastern Ambitions, the Sykes-Picot Negotiations, and the Oil Fields of Mosul, 1915 -1918 ', Journal of Modern History, lxvi (1994 ; Jukka Nevakivi, Britain, France and the Arab Middle East, 1914 -1920 (London, 1969 ; Jan Karl Tanenbaum, France and the Arab Middle East, 1914 -1920 (Philadelphia, 1978 strengthened in the competitive international struggle for control of Syria and Palestine.
As the war advanced, the Foreign Ministry also hoped that its generosity towards Ottoman-born Jews might be deployed to curry favour with US Jews -and, by extension, the wider US public -in hopes of prompting the United States to join the Allied war effort. Presenting the Third Republic as the United States' philo-Semitic ally was also imagined to assuage the sting for US Jews of Eastern European background of an alliance with Russia. The Alliance Israélite Universelle and Association Culturelle Orientale were the conduits for these ambitions. The Association Culturelle Orientale explicitly reached out to US Jewry on behalf of the administration, writing to the Kehillah of New York City in the spring of 1916 to tout the success of French policies towards Ottoman-born Jews and to encourage the Kehillah to voice its praise of the Third Republic.
59 The Alliance Israélite Universelle, too, orchestrated a campaign to influence Jewish opinion in neutral countries -the United States, in particular -in favour of the Allies, boasting of the Third Republic's generosity towards the Ottoman-born.
60
When France's policy towards the Ottoman-born was shaped, the opinion of US Jewry was hardly of strategic interest. The course of the war changed this, and therefore shifted too the implications of the Foreign Ministry's erstwhile actions.
The last citizenship papers issued to a Jewish national of the Levant might well have been granted to Isaac Azose. In 1920, the Paris Police Prefecture, at last convinced that Azose was not a spy, granted the young man a passport that would carry him to Seattle, in which he was described as 'a foreigner, of Jewish nationality from the Levant'. 61 There is no evidence that the Foreign Ministry ever annulled this legal nomenclature. However, with the conclusion of the war and, ultimately, the final dissolution of the Ottoman Empire, the utility of the designation waned 59 of its own accord. In the absence of specific legislation nullifying the classification, it is possible that the Parisian police approved Azose's request out of administrative negligence. Two years later, Azose could be found performing in the first Ladino-language play to be staged in Seattle: a dramatization of the Dreyfus affair, the scandal that galvanized anti-Semitic politics in France and nearly brought down the young Third Republic.
62 With anti-immigrant sentiment waxing in 1920s France, it is perhaps apt that the performance attributed Dreyfus' exoneration not to the triumph of justice but to divine intervention.
The shaping of a temporary classification for 'foreigners of Jewish nationality from the Levant' (and 'special protégés' more generally) provides evidence of the complex legal contortions that the leadership of the Third Republic was willing to undertake to advance its own shifting interests. More than anything, the French Foreign Ministry perceived Ottoman-born Jews living in France as symbols: as would-be intermediaries in the eastern Mediterranean, as a lure that might attract the US Jewish public to the allied cause, as worthy (and, significantly, trustworthy) subjects of French benevolence whose very existence exposed the despotism of Ottoman rule. It is a wonderful irony that the Foreign Ministry, in seeking to advance these distinctly twentieth-century ambitions, developed a system of classification that awkwardly recycled Ottoman (or ostensibly Ottoman) social categories and gave new life in wartime France to relationships of protection that dated to the sixteenth century. Such complex legal callisthenics, as I have suggested, resembled those pursued in Algeria and French Protectorate Tunisia and Morocco: but their application in metropolitan France is 62 Captain Alfred Dreyfus, a military officer of Alsatian Jewish descent was, famously, accused of passing state documents to the German embassy in Paris, convicted in 1894 (upon the suppression by military authorities of evidence testifying to his innocence) and sent to the French penal colony on Devil's Island to serve a life sentence. Dreyfus's arrest stoked the flames of anti-Semitism in France and Algeria -flames that continued to burn even after the captain was exonerated and reinstated into the arresting, shedding light on the inequities inherent in Third Republican notions of citizenship and on the spectrum of legal identities through which Jews in Europe could journey in the early twentieth century.
An epilogue to our story, really a story in its own right, concerns those Ottoman-born Jews who remained in France after the First World War. For them, the legacy of wartime protection was lugubrious. Many Ottoman-born Jews were naturalized as French citizens in the inter-war period, especially in the wake of Turkey's 1935 regulation that declared Turkish and Ottoman-born citizens who had not returned to the country between 1924 and 1927, and had not renewed their passports, to be Turkish nationals no longer.
63 Other Ottoman-born Jews living in France continued to rely on the laissez-passer as their principal form of state-issued documentation through the interwar period. With the outbreak and advance of the Second World War, this choice proved irrelevant. While the Vichy regime protected most of its native-born Jewish citizens, it stripped citizenship from many French men and women who were recently naturalized, ultimately deporting them, along with all non-naturalized foreign-born Jews, to the Nazi death camps. 
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